Quality Assurance Analyst
Liquefy is a venture and corporate backed Fintech startup based in Hong Kong. Leveraging
blockchain technology, our end-to-end technology solution is used by asset owners such as real
estate developers, closed-end funds or even esports manager to tokenize their assets, enabling
investors to participate in investments that they could not gain access to. Liquefy has been
covered by multiple international and local medias such as SCMP, NASDAQ, HKEJ and Ming
Pao. For more information, please visit www.liquefy.com.
Liquefy was founded by a team of investment bankers, asset management professionals,
technology entrepreneurs and lawyers. We are looking for a fresh, young and dynamic
individual to join us as a Quality Assurance Analyst.
To apply for the position, please email your CV/ resume to careers@liquefy.com
Key Responsibilities:
- Work closely with Product Owners and Development Teams to develop and execute the
quality assurance framework and code testing for Asset Tokenization Software, Global
Marketplace and OTC platform, ie. review user stories, build test plans and test cases
- Design and execute functional and security testing plans (acceptance threshold,
white-box testing scripting, issues logging)
- Perform Unit Testing and Integration Testing
- Execute test cases and log/report defects
- Provide technology support and research on ad-hoc basis.
Skills Required:
- Bachelor’s degree in Computing Science or related fields in Hong Kong
- 3+ years in software testing and quality assurance
- Experience with black and white-box testing with a strong knowledge of current best
practices and tools
- Experience of building out the quality assurance processes
- Demonstrates an understanding of Software Testing Lifecycle (STLC)
- Experience working with China development teams
- Strong interpersonal skills, approachable and collaborative attitude
- Highly flexible and independent; comfortable working with minimal supervision
- Proficient in English and Mandarin

Preferred Qualifications:
- Knowledge of the different phases of a test lifecycle and the testing methodologies
- Ability to troubleshoot and upgrade automation scripts
- Experience working in Agile/ Scrum environment
- Strong organizational skills and ability to handle competing priorities
- Strong attention to detail and problem solving skills
- Strong verbal/written communication skills, including an ability to effectively
communicate with both business and technical teams
- Experience with JavaScript, VueJS, Solidity
- Familiarity with project management tools, ie. Jira, Monday
Compensation:
- Negotiable; We look for quality more than quantity.

